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TRANSCRIPT: THIS IS THE MAN 
 

White on black captions: 

This film is not intended for viewers under the age of 16.  You should not 
attempt to access it if you are below that age. This film includes scenes, which 

some viewers may find disturbing. 
 

The illicit trade in tobacco is not a victimless crime. 
 

INT. CAR:  
We focus on a girl’s face. She looks sad, tired, lonely. 

 

White on black captions: 

THIS IS THE MAN 
 

CUT TO EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET: 
We see a young man now on an ordinary council estate street. He walks down the 
street. 

V.O. GIRL:  This is the man who buys the box. 

 

CUT TO EXT. COUNCIL HOUSE: 
We see the young man at the door of the SELLER - 30s, ordinary looking. The seller 
hands over a carton of 200 cigarettes in fake packaging. 

 

V.O. GIRL:  No credit card, not from a shop.  

 

SELLER:  How many do you want? 

 

LEE:    Just the one. 

 

The young man pays him. 

 

V.O. GIRL:  He knows where to go to collect a drop. 

 

As he leaves the house, we see a couple of children, aged around 10 or 11. They 
pass the young man with barely an acknowledgement before going up to the same 
front door of the seller’s house. 
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V.O. GIRL:  He’s not alone in buying a box. 

   There’s plenty of kids avoiding the cops. 

   This is the man who quietly sells.  

   Very discreet, nobody tells. 

 

CUT TO INT. / EXT. LOCK UP: 
We see through an open lock up a WHOLESALER taking large boxes off shelves 
and handing them to a YOUNG LAD who packs them into the boot of the car parked 
close to the lock up doors. 

 

V.O. GIRL:  This is Dave and his young son. 

   Supplying the sellers, ready for a run. 

 

CUT TO INT. CONFERENCE CENTRE AUDITORIUM: 
Over the sound of applause, we see a suited middle-aged POLITICIAN standing at 
the lectern. Behind him is a large PowerPoint screen showing a page with a heading 
reading, ‘Fighting The Tobacco Epidemic’. We see the bullet points: ‘Higher Taxes’, 
‘Point of Sale Bans’, ‘Plain Packaging’, ‘Ban Ingredients’. 

He is addressing the audience, mid-speech. As he does so, he holds up one of the 
new plain packaged cigarette boxes. 

 

POLITICIAN: ...and that is why the introduction of plain packaging is another nail 
in the coffin of the brand - that power to appeal that we’re removing 
from the tobacco manufacturers. 

 

We hear more applause from the audience. 

 

V.O. GIRL:   This is the man who makes the rules...  

 

CUT TO INT. PRINTING SHOP:  
We see a print run of flat cigarette packaging coming off the printers. It’s clearly 
recognisable as identical to the one the Regulator held up at the lectern. We cut to 
the boxes of printed packs being handed over to a dodgy looking customer at the 
back door of the printers. Cash is exchanged, no paperwork. 

 

V.O. GIRL:  ...but the gangs can copy;  

 

PRINTSHOP CUSTOMER: What we agreed, yeah? 

 

PRINTSHOP ASSISTANT: Yeah. 
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V.O. GIRL:  They’re not fools. 

 

CUT TO EXT. CITY ROOFTOP: 
A well-dressed middle-aged man, MR. BIG, sits in a smart rooftop bar, a drink by his 
side. He is on his phone. 

 

MR. BIG   ...Well, he’ll not mess up again.   

 
CUT TO EXT. URBAN STREET: 
A flashy black car speeds away, revealing a man slumped up against a railing. His 
blood stained face shows he’s been severely beaten. 

 

MR. BIG:   And the deal’s in place?  Usual time. 

 

V.O. GIRL:  This is the man nobody sees.  

    

MR. BIG:  Call me.  

 

V.O. GIRL:  But he’s the one collecting the fees. 

 

He hangs up. 

 

CUT TO EXT. SHOPPING STREET: 
We see a car pull up and a man get out and leave the car parked on the street. 

 

V.O. GIRL:   But worse than that, more deadly flaws... 

 

SEB:   There is a bomb in a car in Church Street. 

 

 

CUT TO INT. / EXT. PHONE BOX: 
Cut to the same man in a phone box, making a short call.  He looks serious, nervous. 

 

V.O. GIRL:   ...it can fund the men pushing a cause. 

 

SEB:   And it’s going to go up in about 10 minutes. 
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CUT TO EXT. SHOPPING STREET: 
Cut to the street again now with mayhem as police try to clear the area. The camera 
is frenetic; confusion and panic everywhere as people run and scream. We hear the 
sound of sirens, shouting etc. 

 

POLICEMAN: Move back.  Clear the area.  Now!  Move back.  Clear the area.  
Move back.  Now! 

 

The picture goes black as we hear a large explosion, people screaming and alarms 
going off. 

 

CUT TO EXT. VIADUCT - NIGHT:  
We see a close up of a woman’s feet in smart red high-heels as she walks down the 
street. 

 

V.O. GIRL:   But it’s not all bad; there’s some good news.  

   She’s got a job with such cool shoes. 

 

Cut to the woman who is in fact a 12 or 13 year-old black GIRL. She is dressed 
provocatively for working the streets. She leans in to a car window, and after a short 
exchange gets into the car. 

 

V.O. GIRL:  She came on a promise of a life sublime.  

   Trafficked by a cigarette trade funding the crime. 

 

INT. CAR: 
As the car drives away, we focus on the girl’s face again. She looks sad, tired, lonely. 

 

V.O. GIRL:  So thanks to the man who knocks on the door...  

 

[REPRISE YOUNG MAN AT DOORSTEP] 

 

V.O. GIRL:  To the man in a suit talking new law...  

 

[REPRISE REGULATOR AT LECTERN] 

 

V.O. GIRL:  And to people supplying further up the chain. 

 

[REPRISE DAVE & SON - NOW DELIVERING BOXES TO THE SELLER’S HOUSE] 
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Cut back to the girl’s tragically sad face in the back of the car. 

 

V.O. GIRL:   She’s in a car with a stranger again.  

 

The tone of voice changes to one much more sad. 

 

V.O. GIRL:   They call me Sam. I thought they were wise.  

   Turns out they told me a pack of lies. 

 

White on black caption: 

ILLEGAL CIGARETTES 
WHO’S PAYING THE PRICE? 

 

Fade to black. 

We see a few captioned facts - white lettering on a black screen: 

 

The black market feeds under-age smoking and worldwide is increasingly 
dominated by organised crime. 

Law enforcers say some gangs are also behind people trafficking, prostitution, 
gun and drug crimes. Some have terrorist links. 

Measures such as plain packaging could increase illicit trade.  
Only the criminals benefit. 

Smoking is a cause of serious and fatal diseases so we agree that tobacco 
products should be regulated appropriately. 

Find out more on www.bat.com 
These events are fictional and any resemblance to persons living or dead is 

purely coincidental. 
© British American Tobacco (Holdings) limited, 2011. 

All rights reserved. 
 

Fade to black. Ends. Logo. 


